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TOPOLOGIE

Die Tagung fand unter der leitung von H~rrn l. Siebenmann (Orsay), Herrn
Ch. Thomas (Cambridge) und Herrn F. Waldhausen (Bielefeld) statt. Es wurden
Fragen aus unterschiedlichen Bereichen der Topologie erörtert.

Vortragsauszüge:

J. AGUADE:
Same questions on realizing cohomology algebras

If R is a commutative ring and A* is a graded ~-algebra, iso there a
space X such that H*(X;R) ~ A* as graded R-algebras? This is the problem
of realizing cohomology algebras. In the talk I "have discussed three diffe
rent topics:
I) polynomial algebras

Conjecture: If U·{X~) is a polynomial algebra, then U*(X;l) ~ H*(Y;Z)
where Y is a product of spaces BU(n), BSp(m), BSO(k) .

Theorem: If there are no two generators in the same dimension, the
conjecture holds true.

2) Zp[x] e E(y)

I·have presented same results on the realizability of Zp[x] i E(y) .

(p odd) I) If Zp[X) i E(y) i5 realizable q dirn X= 2n nlp2(p_l)

nlp-l ~Zp[x] i E(y) is realizable
Zp[x] i E(y} is realizable and 6 = 0 ~ nlp-l
Zp[X] i E(y) is realizable and 64* 0 ~ nlp-l
4Ip(p-l) -Zp[x] i E(ex) is realizable
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Conjecture: The converse of 4) is true.

3) algebras over Z .

Roughly spe.aking, I showed that in the general case and for infinitely
many primes p, U*{X;l{p)) has to have a big divisibinty, at least as
much as an algebra with divided powers, if U*{X;~) is free.

J.L. DUPONT:
Hyperbolic scissors congruence

let X =Rn, Sn or Hn, that is Euclidean, spherical or hyperbolic n-space. ~
The generalized Hilbertls 3rd problem is to determine the structure of the
scissors congruence group F(X} defined as theabelian group generated by ~

all proper polytopes P of X subject to the relations:

i) P = PI U P2, dirn PI n P2 < n ~ [P] = [PI] + [P2] ,
ii) [P] = [gP] 9 E G = group of isometries of X.· This problem is related to

the problem of calculating the Eilenberg-MacLane group hornalogy of G con
sidered as a discrete group. We show:

Theorem 1: P{H3) is a divisible abelian group.
Notice that the group of orientation preserving isometries of H3 is
PS1(2,[). Thus at the same time we prove:

Theorem 2: H3{S~{2,~), Z) is a direct sum of a divisible abelian group and
a group of finite 2-primary exponent.

~OOODWILLIE:

A Homotopy Limit Theorem for Spaces of Embeddings, and some Camputations
in Concordance Theory

(1) Let pP and Nn be smooth manifolds, with P compact, n - p ~ 3

and for simplicity say ap = ~ = aN. We study the space of smooth embeddings
E{P,N). The idea is to express the homotopy type of E(P,N) in terms of
homotopy-theoretic data, thus in a sense achieving for embeddings (in codi
mension ~ 3) what the Smale-Hirsch theorem does for immersions (in codimen
sion ~ 1). In order to state the result I introduce the notion of continuous
diagram, a generalization of the nation of a diagram of spaces. A continuous
diagram (!,' ~,u) cansists of a topologlcal category ! ' a sheaf of spaces
~ over the object space.
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Ob (I) , and a morphism of sheaves' ~ : di ~ ~ d~ ~ over the morphism space
Mor(!) . The triangle of sheaves over Mor2(!)

*~llJ

Mor(!)

is required to commute, where each dj is a face map in the nerve of !
do
01

Ob(!)~

In the case where I is a small category (with discrete topology) a conti
nuous diagram is then just a diagram in the usual sense. Every continuous
diagram V = (!,~,~) has an inverse limit

1im V = {global sections <p of 41 such that ~ di ~ = dci~ }

and also a homotopy inverse limit holim V defined much as in the case of

ordinary diagrams (see Bousfield/Kan IIHomotopy Limits, Completions and
Localizations ll

, Springer lecture Notes) -

Theorem: Given P and N as above, for ~ certain continuous diagram V~

we .have E(P, N) '; 1im V~ -=.. holim V~ •

Here Veo = (~P; ~m,lJm) where f~P has for objects the finite ~ubsets of
P (topologized by an obvious direct limit construction) and ·.as a category'e is determined by the partial ordering "reverse inclusion". The sheaf <I> is

such that the stalk at ~ E ob(~P) is the space of germs of embeddings of
P in N at L C P. The map ~ is a restriction map.

One idea involved in the proof is to write V
m

as a sort of colimit of con

tinuous diagrams Vj' 0 ~ j ~ co t Vj being defined using only the subsets
of P with at most j points. Then there are fibrations

---- ~ holim V. ~ holim V. ~ ----
+ J + J-l

with holim Dm ~ 11m holim Vj. The fiber of holim Vj over holim Dj _1

has a connectivity which grows with j, and this fiber can be replaced (up
to homotopy type) by aspace of sections of a bundle, by a argument like the
proof of the Smale-Hirsch theorem.
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1 am not quite prepared to claim the IITheorem ll above in general, because 1

have not worked ~ut same details involving ITo . 1 definitely claim it in
the case 2p + 1 < n.

(2) A similar statement holds for spaces C(P,N) of concordance embeddings

again with n - p ~ 3. These are embeddings

(I x P; 0 x P, 1 x eP, 1 x P) -+ (I x N; 0 x N, 1 x aN, 1 x N)

coinciding with id x f O on 0 x PUl x aP, where fO : P -+ N is a fixed
embedding which we take to be an inelusion. We have:

Theorem: If ~p c Nn is a compact submanifold with n - p ~ 3 then for a ~
certain eontinuous diagram

G(P,N) ~ lim Ve ~ holim Ve
-+- ~ -+- ~

Again the topological eategory in V~ is faP.

This theorem has as one eorollary astability theorem:

Cor.: The suspension map' C(P,N) -+ C(P x I,N x I) is (2n-p-4)-eonnected.

. It also makes it possible to eompute some of the relative homotopy groups

ITi(P(X), P(Y)) for 2-conneeted pairs (X,Y), where is the stable pseudo
isotopy functor, and in general to write down the E2-term of a spectral .

sequence converging to ITi(P(X), P(Y)).

H. IBISCH=

Classifying spaces for principal bundles with compaet Lie group actions

In the smoothing theory of continuous aetions cf compact Lie groups one has

to claSSify locally trivial princip~l bundles ~ = {p : E 4 Xl with topo- ~
logical structure group G and an additional action of a compact Lie group

r on E and on X compatible with p and the right translations of G

on E. For a given ~, define an equivariant homotopy f: Yxl -+ X to be

a ~-homotopy if there is a G-homeomorphism

~ : E(f*(~)) / r ~ ~(fO(~)) I r x I fibred over Y/r x I. Then f is
a ~-homotopy if and only if f*(~) ~fO(~) x I. Moreover we construct a

numerable principal bundle E(r;G) ~ B(r;G), and we establish a cano

nical bijection between the set of isomorphism classes of (r,G)-principal
bundles over X and the set of E-homotopy classes of equivariant maps

X~ B(r,G) . The relation to isotopy of actions was discussed.
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K. IGUSA:

Half functions and the pseudoisotopy stability theorem

I state the stability theorem and some corollaries, and the definition of
a half function. All my manifolds are compact and smooth (C~) w;th corners
(locally d;ffeo to [o,~)n.)

Let M be an n-man;fold.
C(M) = Diff(Mxl rel MxO u aMxl) = concordance space of M.
(concordance = pseudoisotopy)
~ : C(M) ~ C(Mxl) ;s the suspension map of Hatther-Wagoner as given in
Asterisque 6.

MAIN THEOREM: :r ;5 k-connected if n ~ 7k+l0 (It was previously "provedll
that :r is ~ n/6-connected, but th;s "proof" was wrong.

Corollary 1: If n ~ 7k+17 Rk C(M) is a homotopy invariant of M

H,

W -Eu8H4~1.__V__ '

'10

Corollary 2: Suppose n ~ 7k+17 and M= N xl. Then

nk Diff(M rel aM) @zril ~ nk C(M) @Z[j]± $~(M rel aM) @zrjl
where ± = s;gn(-I)" and A+ ~ A- = A.

Note that Rk O;ff(On rel' aon) ';; f n+k+1 (exotic n+k+l-spheres).

Suppose that w"+l is a cobordism from M~ to M~, rel. aMo .
Suppose that Wis broken into two cobordisms U,V as
indicated. Let V(W) = {V} given in this way. Let
Vs(W) = {VIU~MI x [I/2,1]} . Then

sProp.: V (W) ~ BC(M1) .
. let f: V~ [O,j] be a smooth map such that f- l (i)
= Mi' ; =0, 1/2 and flaMo x [O,i] is projection, and
critical points of f l;e in int(V). The pair (V,f) ;s

called a half function (it is half of a function W~ I).
is the space of all half functions and FS(W) ={{V,f) IU~MI x [i,I]}If F(W)

then
Prop.: FS(W) Q! VS (w) ~ BC(M1). The suspens; on map can be defi ned by
1:' :F(M x I) ~ F(M x 12). 1 use quasifibrations type arguments to show that
LI is highly connected. Thus 1 decompose the spaces and show LI is highly
connected on each piece and glue together.
A typic~l theorem on one piece:

Theorem: Le~ Mj(W) = {(V,f)lf has exactly one critical point which is

Morse of index j.} Then
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Mj(W) ~ Emb((Dj,sj-l),(W,Mo))/Oj . By embedding theo~y ~here is a highly
connected map to the homotopy theoretic space Map((OJ,sJ-l), (W,Mo»xEOj/Oj ,
Thus LI is highly connected on this piece.

ST. JACKOWSKI:

The Krull dimension of group cohomology with twisted coefficients

For any finite group G and aG-module A we examine the growth of a graded~

cohomology group H*{G;A). We try to answer a question posed by D.Quil1en, ~
who solved the problem for constant coeffici€nts. It turns out that the growth
of H*{G;A) is not faster than that of the group H*(T;A) for same elemen
tary abelian subgroup T of G. As a corollary we prove that aG-module
has periadic cohomology iff all its restrictions to elementary abelian sub
groups of G da have periodic cahomolögy. The main result can be generalized
from finite groups to groups of finite virtual cohomological dimension.

J.D.S. JONES:

The Kervaire Invariant of Immersions

This is joint work with Ralph Cohen and Mark Mahowald. The object of this
work is to study and compute E.H. Brown's generalized Kervaire invariant,·
defined, under suitable hypotheses, for manifolds immersed in euclidean
space. The main examples we consider are (i) closed compact n-manifolds
irmnersed in Rn+1 (ii) closed compact oriented n-manifolds il1l11ersed. in R"+2.

The prototype for our theorems is W. Browder's theorem that the Kerva.ire e
invariant of framed manifolds vanishes unless the manifold has dimension
~k+l _ 2, k ~ 1. Browderls theorem also gives a necessary and sufficient
condition for the existence of a framed {2k+1-2)-manifold with non-zero
Kervaire invariant - this condition has been verified for k=l, 2, 3, 4, 5,
the remaining cases are unsettled.
Dur theorems are (i) for n-manifald immersed in Rn+1, then the Kervaire
invariant vanishes unless n=2k+1_2; there· is once more a necessary and suffi
tient condition for the existence of (2 k

+
1-2)-dimensional manifolds with

non-zero Kervaire invariant, but the condition is no simpler to verify (pos
sibly it is equival~nt) than the conditions occuring in Browder's theorem.
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Next we show (ii) for oriented n-manifolds immersed in Rn+2, once more the

Kervaire invariant vanishes unless n=2k+1-2. In this case, however, we are able

to show that there is in each dimension 2k+1_2 an oriented manifold which

immerses in R2 k+1 with non-zero Kervaire invariant. Our methods involve an

adaptation and modification of Browder's methods for proving his theorem,
together with an application of a construction, due- to Mahowald, of an infi

nite family of non-zero homotopy classes n
J
" E rrS.(SO) .

2J

u. KOSCHORKE:

The span and the stable span of a manifold

Given a connected, closed, smooth n-dimensional manifald M, we compare
its span (i.e. the maximum number of linearly independent tangential vector

fields) with stable span(M) := max{k!TM ~ ~ allows k-1 linearly independent
. sectionsl. Using the singularity approach, we show that in most cases the

span of M coincides either with the stable span ar with a certain well

defined number s(M).E.g. seM) = 0 iff n is even, seM) = 1 iff n = 1(4) and
w1(M)2 = 0, etc. In general seM) is not smaller than and often exceeds
span (Sn). As an example we exhibit a family of n-manifolds of the form
M= pr x sq such that span(M) = seM) = 4 is different from the stable span

. n
of M, from the Hurwitz-Radon number spaneS ), and fram the span of the
factor sphere sq. This disposes of a conjecture of Eagle and Kusinski.

M. KRECK:

Manifolds with Unique Differentiable Structure

An n-dimensional manifold is called of type BSO if T*: rri(M) ... ßi(BSO) is
an isomorphism for i ~ (n-1)/2, and surjective for i ~ (n+1}j2, and
for n odd, same extra condit;ons are fulfilled. For n * 3 every oriented
manifold is bordant to one of this type. The stable diffeomorphism type of

those manifolds is classified by the bordism class af the middle Betti
number. This result can be used to show the existence· of manifolds with

unique differentiable structure, n * 4, Mof type 8S0. Then there exists
an r E ~ such that M# rS has unique differentiable structure up to
diffeomorphism, where S = Sk x Sk, or = Sk x Sk+1 .
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P. LöFFLER:

The Kahn-Priddy theorem, the Hopf construction and surgery on manifolds
with involution

We saw various result on involutions on (homotopy) spheres. For instance:

Proposition: Suppose k < 2n - E. Suppose further that L k , a sphere,
embeds in Rn+k with trivial normal bundle. Then modulo surgery obstructions
there in an involution on Sn+k fixing L k .

w. MEIER:

Derivations in the cohomology of homogeneous spaces and compact fibrations

A conjecture of S.Hal perin states that the rational Serre spectral sequence
of any orientable fibration collapses, if the fibre X is a finite simply
connected space with evenly graded rational cohomology. This conjecture is
shown to be equivalent to the vanishing of all derivations of negative de-.
gree in H*(X;~). Then this algebraic statement is verified in many cases,
including severa:l classes of homogeneaus spaces of compact connected Lie

~

groups. As a first appl ication a camputation of Tli (Diff M) Q (Q , i ~ 1 ,
~

is given, ~here Diff M denotes the (simplicial) group of block automor-
phisms of a manifold M, and M is taken to be a homogeneous space as above
As a second application we obtain a' strong restrietion o~ the possible com
pact fibrations of complex (ar quaternionic) Grassmann manifolds. In fact,
we obtain new examples of such spaces which can't be fibred by a compact
base and fibre.

B. MORIN:

The Kühne1 triangulation of d:lP 2

Let the vertices 1, ... ,9 of the 8-simplex 68 be arranged in an array as
1 4 7 -1 -1 3follows: (2 5 8)' and let the group G = {a,ß,y; [a,ßl, ß[a .y J. a

3 6 9 1 4 7 4 7 1 1 4 7 2 5 8 1 4 7 (2 6 7ß3,y3} act on ~8 by a( 258)=(5 8 2), ß(2 5 8) =(3 6 9),Y(2 5 8) =3 4 8).
. 369 693 3 6'9 147 369 159

_ be~ ~o- b~ ~he .subcomp_l ex _of ..~8 g~nera ted by the orbi t G{ 1,2,4,5,9} .
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Theorem 1: The geometrie realization IKI of K = Ko U K1 ;s homeomorphic
to lf 2.

Theorem 2: (W.Kühnel): If K' is a subcomplex of ~, containing the
2-skeleton of Äg such that (K ' I is a 4-dimensional manifold, then K' ;s of
the form' o(K), where 0 is apermutation of the vert;ces of Llg.
Proof of Theorem 1: Let h : 55 ~ lIp2 be the Hopf map and n: lIp2 -+ 82 be

defined by the map 55 -+ ~ g;ven by (ZI'Z2'Z3)-+(IZI12,IZ21~IZ312). Let
a,b,e be the vertiees of ~; al,b ' and e ' the m;dpoints of (be),(ac) and
(ab) respectively. Then the inverse images under n of each of the triangles
shaded in figure 1 are homeomorphic to 84

tA
a.. c' b

We use Ko to triangulate these balls. It then remains to show, that
n-l(a~b'c') is homeomorphic to (K11. This is done by studying the inverse
image of a pint p E (a'b'e' ) under the map Tl : JKil -+ {a'ble'} defined by
n(l) = n(2} = n(3} = a l

, n(4} = n(5) = i(6) = b' , n(7} = n(8) = n(9} = c'.
When p belongs to the interion of (a'b'e'), i-I (p) is the union of 27
parallelograms matehing together into a torus. When p ;s the center, the
parallelograms become rhombic as shown ;n figure 2.

Figure 2

The proof is completed by studying how this picture degenerates, when p
tends to the boundary of (a'b'e').
Proof of Theorem 2: It seems that up to now the proof still depends on
computer work.

R. OLIVER:

A construetion for a transfer map

Peter May's construction of a transfer map was described - a natural
homomorphism H.(X/G) -+ H.{X/H) for any compact Lie group H c G and G-CW                                   
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complex X. The key step is a form of lIal gebraic desuspension ll
: homomorphisms
V V·f# : H*(X/G) ~ H*(Y/G) are constructed, induced by maps f : L X~ ~ y

(where ~V denotes suspension with respect to a representation V).
This follows from (and is motivated by) the existence of RO(G)-graded
homology extending the usual (Z-graded) equivariant singular homology;
but can also be proved directly.

c. OlK:

Immersions of Manifolds

First we use singularity obstructions to study immersions of (closed, ~
manifolds up to (oriented) bordism and get the following results:
Theorem A: If M is an n-manifold, k E fi, k < n, k. < 8 and,
for (n=2i +3 and k ~ 6) , Mi s decomposab1ein N., M inunerses i nto R2n- k up

to bordism if and only if for all i E ~ and all partitions

i 1,···,ia of k-i, Wi1,·.·,Wia ~n-k+i(M) = 0;

Theorem B: Let M be an n-manifold, k E~, 2k-1 < n, k < 8, Moriented.
If n f 0(4), Minunerses up to orientes bordism int~ R2n-k~ if

ViVi 1,···,i a : wi , ... ,wi wn-k+i(M) = 0
1 a

if n ~ 0(4), the ~esults are more complicated; for example
M 0 • ~2n-3 iff w2~n_2(M) = 0 and a certain Pontrjagin number

or. b~

Sn(M) is = 0(4).
One can use this to prove existence theorems for inunersions themselves, for
example
Theorem C: Let M be an n-manifold, n = 0(4), n ~ 8.
If wn_2(M) = 0 = wn_4(M), Hl(M~TM) has no 2-torsion and Sn(M) =0(4),
then M Ö R2n-3 .

D. REPOV~:

Topology of generalized 3-manifolds with zero-dimensional singular set

In early spring of 1977 J.W.Cannon conjectured that topological manifolds
(without boundary) are precisely generalized manifolds satisfying a minimal

•

•
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amount of general position. For n ~ 5 he suggested the dispoint disks
property (DDP). By summer of 1978 his conjecture was settled in the affirma
tive by results of R.D.Edwards and F. Quinn. (At about the same time
H. Torunczyk proved a similar characterization for Q-manifolds.) We s~ek

an analogue of OOP in dimension three.
(Little is known about dimension four, while every generalized (n ~ 2)-mani
fold .is an n-manifold.)
We say that aspace X has the map separation property (MSP) if given any
collection f1, ... ,fk : 02 ~ X of Dehn disks (not necessarily PL) such that

it i * j then fi(aD) n fj(D) * ~, and given a neighborhood U c X of
u f.(O) there exist mappings F1, .•. ,Fk : D2"~ U such that for each i:

i =1 1 " .

Filao = filao and if i * j, then Fi(D) n Fj(D} = ~.

Theorem: Let g' be a cell-like closed O-dimensional usc decomposition of
a 3-manifold "M. Then M/G is a 3-manifold if and only if M/G has the MSP.

Theorem: Let C be the class of all generalized 3-manifolds Xwith
dirn S(X) ~ 0 and let Co c C be the subclass of all compact X E C with
S(X) c {pt} and X~ 53. TFAE:

(i) Poincare conjecture in dimension three is true
(ii) For every X E C, X has the M$P ~ S(X) = ~

(iii) For every X E Co' X has the MSP ~ S(X} = ~.

Theorem: Let X be a generalized 3-manifold satisfying Kneser finiteness
and having the MSP (in fact, it suffices to assurne MSP only for pairs of
disks). Then X has no isolated singularities. The last result is about
resolutions of Z2-homology 3-rnanifolds.

Theorem: Let f: M~> X be a closed monotone mapping fram a" 3-manifolds
Monto a locally simply connected Z2-homology 3-manifold and suppose there

VI -1exists a zero-dimensional set Z c X such that H (f (x);l2) = 0 for
all x E X - Z. Then
(i) the set C = {x E X)f-1(x) is not cell-likel is locally finite in X;
(ii) X has aresolution (hence in particular, X is a generalized manifold).

L. SCHWARTZ:

Let OKFq).(-,Z) be the homology theory defined by.the infinite loop
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spaee 71. x BGL+(Fq)". Then Hurewiez map n;(MU(n» -+(D< F)*(MU(n» gives a test

for stable homotopy of MU{n}. In fact there is an isomorphism from

(n;(MU (2) )fTor) 0 71.( 1 ) i nto (D< Fq) ev(MU(2» 0 71.( 1 ) up to dimens i on
2{14+13}, 1 an odd prime.

At the prime ~ there is the following fact:

(n~2(MU(2»fTOr) 0 71.(2) (whieh is isomorphie to 71.~2» does not surjeet on

(D<Fq)12(MU(2» 0 Z(2) (isomorphie to 71.~2»" These results are indieations

in the direction of a conjecture of N. Ray and V. Snaith which say that
n;(BU}/Tor maps isomorphically via the Hurewicz homomorphism ont~ the
primitives (for the coaction) in k*(BU}. (k(-) connective k-homology).
The result is positive but partial in the first c~se (1 odd prime), negative

·in the second case.

The other results are the computation ~f (D<Fq)*(MU{n}Jl/l) for n = 1,2,
1 an odd prime, and indications how to da it for all n. These resultsare
more or less equivalent to the computation of the homotopy groups of the
K-theoretic localization of the suspension spectrum of MU(n) (reduced mod 1).
The computation involves study of actions of finite groups on polynomial
algebras. For MU(1) = CP~ the result is stated in terms of the theory
(Adq )*( -?l/1 ) (non-connective theory associated to I<Fg( -71/1) i s

(Adq)*(U
oo

,7l/l) '; (Adq )*(-71./l) [Ti' i ~ ol/Ti ! aTl' Ti Tj = 0, i * j, 6Ti =0,

where we suppose 1. I q-1, 12 I ql-1_1, and we have
. -1

(Adq)*(Z/l) E Fl[a,a ] @ E(6), a E (D<Fq ) 2(1-1)(-1l/1), {) E (D<Fq}21-3 (~71/l).

w. SINGHOF:

Parallelizability of homogeneous spaces

We consider the following problem: Let G be a compact connected Lie group

and H a closed conneeted subgr~up of G. When is G/H parallelizable?
It suffices to study the question of stable parallelizability,since the
differenee between stable parallelizability and parallelizability is con
trolled by the Eu1er characteristic of the semi-characteristic.
A proof of the following result is indicated:
Let G = SU{n) and let H be isomorphie to SU(k1)x ... xSU{kr ); H may be
embedded in SU(n) in an arbitrary wayo Then G/H is stably parallelizable
if and only if it is diffeomorphic to a Stiefel manifold, or to

SU(n)/(SU{2}x ... xSU(2», or to SU(4)/HO with

•
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HO = {( ~ ~) IA E SU(2)} ·

The proof is an application of the classical work of Borel and Hirzebruch
on homogeneous spaces and characteristic classes, combined with information
stemming from the Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence and its K-theoretic analog.

s. ZARATI:

~ Quadruple points of codimension one immersion of three dimensional manifolds

Let Mand N be two C~ 3-manifolds such that aN = aM = ~ and N compact,
and let a : N ~ Mx R be a generic immersion with an oriented normal
bundle v ~ EI . The cobordism group of these immersions is identified with

1\ a A
[M, QSo] the group of homotopy classes of maps from M= the one point com-
pactification of Mto QSo = l~m nnSn .
Let X be an oriented surface in M dual to w1(N). We have the following

a
diagram N d----7 Mx lR

t t

Ya ß ) X x~

We suppose ß generic and we call it the Backstein of a . We define the Kervaire
invariant of B: We choose a stable trivialization over X and we put:

K(ß~t) = X(V,b*t)+qt(h) + E d(X') · K(X',t ' ) .
X'conn.cp.
comp.of X

where b: Vy ~ Vx is induced by ß, qt: H~(X;l/2) ~Z2 is a quadratic
form defined by t, h is dual to the element representing the surface of
double points, K(?) is the Kervaire "invariant and d(X') = diag(Y' ~ XI)
induced by the composition Y ~ X x R ~ X. We prove that

ß TI

K(ß) = < a; 8 w2(r);[X] >

(independent of t).
where w2(r) E H2(crJl/2) and 6: H*(o) ~ H*(QSO) '; H*(o)71 is the diagonal

embedding.
Theorem: Let x E H2(M; Z/2) represent the surface of double points of

aj(Sa), then the number of quadruple points of a is equal mod 2 to the sum

of the Euler characteristic of Sa and the triple fntersections of Sa
and the Kervaire invariant of ß: the Bockstein of a .

Berichterstatter: W. Vogell
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